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UMPIRE SCHEDULING 
INFORMATION 

Horizon Web Ref 
 

Please download the Horizon Web Ref app on your phone.  Check the Horizon Web Ref app 

daily or every other day.  If you choose not to download and check the app, you will need to 

check your email at least every other day.   

 

Shift Scheduling 

You will receive an email in the middle of each month asking you to update your availability for 

the following month.  You need to go into Horizon Web Ref to do this by the date indicated.  If 

you do not put your availability into Horizon Web Ref by the specified date in the email, you will 

not receive any shifts for the following month.  Shifts for the next month are generally 

scheduled the third week of the month prior. 

When games are scheduled for the regular season a feature called Automation is used in 

Horizon Web Ref. This feature will allocate shifts to umpires who are:  

1) Available  

2) Have the lowest number of shifts to that date 

 

After shifts are scheduled with automation, these are reviewed by the umpire scheduler and 

adjusted at times.  A common adjustment made is to ensure that TBALL umpires receive first 

preference as it relates to TBALL shifts. After any adjustments, the schedule is posted for 

umpires to review and accept shifts. 

It is very important to continue to keep your availability information updated in Horizon web ref 

throughout the summer. If you have any changes in your plans or schedule, please update 

Horizon Web Ref.  
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Umpire shifts can come up suddenly when make up games are being scheduled or special extra 

games.  Keeping your availability up to date will ensure that you are getting the best chance at 

getting shifts that match your personal schedule.   

You have 48 hours to accept or decline a shift once it is given to you.  The umpire scheduler 

can see when you have looked at the shift.  It is very important to review and respond quickly 

when shifts are offered to you.  If you ignore the shift, it will automatically be declined.  

Shifts that are declined or rejected are reoffered out again to others based on their availability. 

Another reason why it is important to ensure availability is kept up to date.  

 

Team Blocks 
If you have a sibling who plays on an Oakville Little League team, we need to know what team 

name and division they play in so that we can avoid situations where you could be assigned as 

an umpire of that team.  Please email us the information about your sibling's team.  

 

Field Blocks 

If you are not able to get to a certain diamond for the season, we can block that diamond for 

you so that you will not be scheduled to work at that diamond.  Past field blocks are likely still 

in Horizon web ref from previous  years. 

 

TBAs 

When you go into Horizon, you will be able to see if there are any shifts awaiting To Be 

Assigned (TBA) that you have been asked to consider.  If you can help out, please respond to 

the TBA.  The umpire scheduler will review these and select an umpire to be assigned to the 

shift. 

Tournaments are generally around weekends.  For tournaments, generally the automation 

feature is not used.  TBA requests are taken into consideration first.  Then, umpire availability is 

assessed to fill the rest of the shifts.  When TBA requests are received, we can see which 

umpires have more shifts than others and where it makes sense, umpires with less shifts are 

always given shifts first.   
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Shift Turnbacks 
Sometimes life events or schedule changes mean that you may find yourself in a situation 

where you feel you cannot do a shift that you previously accepted.  In this situation, you need 

to try to find someone to replace you to do your shift if you are a second year umpire or more.  

You have access in Horizon to contact information for umpires that you have worked with 

before.  Please reach out to other umpires and when you find someone to accept the shift, 

contact the umpire scheduler and let them know to put that person in your place.  In 

exceptional circumstances, where it is not possible for you to find coverage, please turnback the 

shift in Horizon Web Ref to request support from the Umpire Scheduler in finding someone to 

replace your shift. 

 

General Information 

As your umpire schedulers, we only schedule games. We do not participate in any evaluation of 

you and have no control over levels of games that you can umpire. Alain and his team review 

and support umpires and are able to change any ratings based on those observations.  

 

Games received from organizers and schedulers are put into the system as soon as possible, 

mostly within eight hours of their receipt.  So, you are receiving information as quickly as we 

can get it out to you. 

Please keep the baseball diamond equipment boxes in good condition and ensure you put away 

your umpire equipment neatly in the correct places.   

If you discover that there are 4 or less new game balls left at a diamond, please email John 

Mooney to advise him.  

If you find yourself in a situation where you are someone who up to the end of June has been 

scheduled less than 3 shifts and are concerned, please feel free to reach out the umpire 

scheduler so that we can determine why that is and see if there is a solution 

 

First Year Umpire Information 

We recognize that for many first year umpires, this is your first job.  We prefer to communicate 

directly with umpires and hope that it is a great learning experience as you learn about work 

responsibilities and communication. 
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Tentative Key Dates for 2021: 
Regular Season Dates: From May 2nd to the end of August. 
 
Regular Game Days for Divisions: 

➢ TBALL           Saturday – Cornwall (1 umpire) 
➢ Minor   Monday, Wednesday, Friday (1 umpire) 
➢ Major   Tuesday, Thursday (2 umpires) 
➢ Junior   Monday, Wednesday – River Oaks and Glen Abbey (2 umpires) 
➢ Senior  Tuesday – Glen Abbey (2 umpires) 

 
Oakville Little League Annual Tournaments and Playoff Information (2021 TBC) 

➢ Minor and Major House League Tournaments: June 
➢ Canada Day Classic: July 
➢ Adam Fedoruk Tournament: August 
➢ Playoff Dates: August  

 


